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Introduction
Sustainability at GW is launching
into the future. In the past year,
the

university

multifaceted

has

taken

approach

a
to

sustainability that targets waste
reduction,

green

living,

and

resource

conservation.

In

February,

our

institution

committed to eliminating singleuse plastics which has sparked
motivation
further

on

campus

sustainability

in

for
all

aspects. Our organization on
campus
momentum

has
and

taken

this

put

forth

tangible change in the residence
halls

and

the

greater

GW

Instagram post of GW's commitment to eliminating single-use plastics

community through initiatives

At GW, university officials and our

and

RHA are focused on economic and

programs

that

target

sustainability in residence halls.

environmental sustainability to shape
our

programs,

advocacy.

initiatives,

Economic

and

sustainability

refers to the longevity and success of
our

students,

university
without

to

organization,
grow

negatively

their

and

impact

affecting

the

environment, campus culture, or the
community.

Additionally,

environmental sustainability refers to
the conservation of natural resources
in order to preserve the physical
environment and the ecosystems
we’re a part of.
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Introduction
These two branches of sustainability have guided GW’s RHA action and presence
in the residence halls and as student leaders on campus.
GW RHA takes into consideration all of the areas in which sustainability can be
improved amongst residential life. In the last year, our RHA has made efforts that
focus on economic sustainability for our students and university and
environmental sustainability to better our community and local ecosystems. Our
RHA provides opportunities for students to take individual action in their own
lives, by working with campus partners to make the most meaningful impact and
reach a larger audience. This includes year-long initiatives like our cleaning
supply rental program for residents to share vacuums, dusters, etc., and our
effort to phase out paper flyers in favor of digital signage in the halls. We've also
undergone programs this year that highlight sustainable action like our cleaning
supply donation drive of leftover viable supplies, and the composting program in
partnership with Campaign GW to lessen food waste in the halls.
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Approach &
Development
Our approach was developed

Over the course of the year, RHA

out of the momentum that the

was able to support and expand

university set to use less natural

their

resources and create less waste.

composting programs and social

The elimination of single use

media

plastics

events,

sustainability advocacy through

dining, departmental purchases

education. Additionally, students

and retail partners by GW is a

worked with GW’s Campus Living

plan

and

in

vending,

meant

to

embed

efforts

including

initiatives

targeting

Residential

Education

sustainable principles into our

department

culture and operations. GW RHA

expansion of current projects

took this idea and developed a

and to reach more students for

plan that would go above the

feedback on initiatives in the

university's efforts to create a

future. This feedback is what

greater impact and tackle more

shaped RHA’s efforts to become

aspects

a

of

sustainability,

more

to

fund

sustainable

especially ones that are most

organization

pertinent to students.

students

and

to

take

the

student

to

equip

individual

action.

Our

RHA

reached

out

to

multiple student organizations

In the future, GW RHA has

to support and bolster their

committed

existing programs by bringing

collaboration

them into the residence halls.

partners and the definition of

Campaign GW and Sustainability

sustainability so that all students

at

GW

are

organizations

to

expanding
with

our

campus

two

student

have an opportunity to make

on

campus

actionable change.

involved in the process.
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Goals

T-3....

Reduce
environmental
footprint

2....

Reduce
Economic burden

1....

Educate and
Empower students

...Blast Off!
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Timeline
Initiatives
Cleaning Supply Rentals
Year-long: Residential students may visit a hub
on campus to check out cleaning supplies that
can be used and returned back to the hub for
other students.

Digital Signage
Year-long: Hall councils and Executive Board
advertise

events

and

advocacy

on

digital

displays In every residence hall and social media
Instead of printing flyers.

Programs
Composting
Several one off events In partnership with
Campaign GW targeting residential students to
collect food waste that wood end up In a landfill.

Cleaning Supply Donation Drive
single events after retrieval of cleaning supplies
from GW Pack and Store In 2020 that were than
provided to students In residence halls ans
healthcare workers In the community.
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Initiatives
Digital Signage
As the university as a whole moves to more sustainable tools, GW RHA elected to use
digital signage and social media platforms as alternatives to paper advertisement in
the halls. As almost all halls are fitted with display systems in the lobbies, our RHA
viewed this as an opportunity to be more intentional with our resource use and save
both costs and paper. This allowed the RHA to be campus leaders in sustainability and
still reach all students with captivating images. This was used for not only events but
advocacy related informations ( ie. fire safety, alcohol awareness, etc.) Residents were
connected with information and resources through social media also. With a high
engagement, our social media is a resource to residents in all realms of living:
education, social, and whole wellbeing.
The goal was to reach the same or
greater audience of students in the halls
while cutting back on printing financial
and environmental costs. This fits well
with the university's commitment to
building

sustainability

into

daily

operations, as GW RHA has moved
entirely to digital signage and social
media outreach. Through this initiative
we have addressed students' concerns
around waste and led the charge for
other student organizations to advertise
within the halls in a new way.
Photo of digital signage In the lobby of a residence hall

The resources required to carry out this initiative included collaboration with our
campus partners, including GW’s Facilities department, as these partners are
directly responsible for broadcasting digital signage. It also required our internal
Communications team to revise graphics to be appropriately sized for digital
display. This initiative does not pose any financial cost to our RHA.
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Initiatives
Cleaning Supply Rental
RHA’s cleaning supply rental program was expanded in the last year to help better meet
the needs of residents in the halls during the COVID-19 pandemic. This initiative targets
all of our residential students and aims to lower the costs associated with buying
cleaning supplies that can be shared with others. This relieves the economic burden on
students and their families, which improves economic sustainability throughout campus.
By reducing the need for residents to buy items, the initiative allows resources to fulfill
their full use and lowerers the amount of waste and energy associated with producing
additional supplies. Specifically, students can utilize vacuums, mops, brooms, and other
general supplies that are not one time use.

Picture of the description of the cleaning supply rental program from the RHA website

This initiative was done in partnership with Campus Living and Residential Education at
GW. Students are able to visit a hub site located in their neighborhood of buildings, and
request a vacuum, duster, Swiffer, and any of the accessories for a 24 hour period. This
initiative increases access and decreases the financial burdens and waste of some
cleaning supplies for campus residents. All supplies are free to students at any time and
throughout the year this initiative reaches residents from numerous halls across campus.
The resources required for this initiative include the supplies we loan out which have
been donated by students and the Campus Living and Residential Education office. The
RHA does not incur any recurring financial cost from this initiative. Since the central hub
resides in the same building as our housing office, the housing staff and 1-2 RHA
members keep supplies organized and maintain the rental forms.
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Programs
Composting
The composting program at GW is a joint effort between the Office of Sustainability,
Campaign GW and RHA. This program targets residential students who create food
waste that would end up in a landfill. It was put on several times throughout the year to
collect this waste from accumulating and create compost that can be used in local
gardens on campus. Through a bag delivery service to our halls on campus, we held a
weekly collection on Friday mornings. Students were also provided with an opportunity
to learn more about green cooking, as well as with a list of upcoming events put on by
the Office of Sustainability and Campaign GW to get more students involved with
environmental sustainability.
Signage and social media blasts
were made to bring attention to
using

sustainable

foods

in

the

kitchen, the ecological benefit of
meal prepping, eating green and
more. We also helped to fund and
give out travel ready, reusable
cutlery

to

reduce

plastic

consumption on campus. This is a
minor ongoing expense, a few
hundred
supply

dollars
the

bags

each
and

year,

to

reusable

cutlery that we share with our
campus partners.

Instagram post of the composting program by Campaign GW

At each event we have at least 3 RHA members which includes our Executive Vice
President who runs advocacy events within RHA. Since we partner with our Office of
Sustainability and Campaign GW, they are responsible for taking the collected compost
to its final destination. Ultimately, this event targets food sustainability which is deeply
intertwined with green practices and allows RHA to help students to adapt to new
university measures and efforts.
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Programs
Cleaning Supply Donation
At the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic. Residential spaces
on campus were closed and
students were urged home
without

an

opportunity

to

entirely pack up their things.
Our institution led a mass pack
and store project at this time
where many open or partially
used

items

like

cleaning

supplies were intended to be
thrown out as they could not
be stored. Our RHA noted it
would be a waste of resources
to throw away the hundreds of
viable cleaning supplies, as we
suffered

a

shortage,

we

thought reallocating to other
students
RHA members delivering cleaning supply donations

workers

or
who

health
lived

in

care
our

residence halls would be best

After the pack and store, RHA retrieved these items in the fall before they were trashed and
organized an opportunity for donations this past Spring. This kept many plastic bottles and
chemicals from being thrown away and put into our environment at once before the
entirety of their contents were used. The donation stockpile lasted our RHA into Summer
2021 and were given out during Fall ‘20, Spring ‘21, and Fall ‘21 move-ins to reduce cost to
students and impact on the environment. .
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Programs
Cleaning Supply Donation
Thus achieving our goal of lessening the economic burden on students and
preventing unnecessary waste to our environment while helping our community.
The resources needed for this program include the man-power needed to retrieve
and distribute supplies. Other resources included advertisement through social
media and email to ensure residents were aware of this initiative and had ample
opportunity to take advantage of it. This was not a funded initiative and GW RHA
worked closely with Campus Living and Residential Education to ensure the greatest
impact and comply with all COVID-19 policies. Overall, this program helped several
hundred students and healthcare workers in the face of a national cleaning supply
shortage.
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Impact
As a student organization we set our own goals in committing to sustainability. We used
guidance from the university to then establish two forms of sustainability that we could make
actionable change for, economic and environmental. Throughout the year we’ve made great
strides in achieving a greater sense of sustainability in these two areas. Considering that much
of our programming utilized very little funding we are confident that we can continue to
provide these initiatives to students with the aid of our campus partners and fellow student
organizations. To measure our success and impact we provide feedback forms after our events.
For our initiatives we open our General Body Meetings to feedback and as a way for hall
councils to voice the opinions of the residents they represent. We record this feedback and
implement it into the planning process later on.

Digital Signage
Our use of digital signage is fairly new, but it has proven itself to be effective. Our hall councils
appreciate saving paper and ink and enjoy the streamlined process that gets flyers up much
faster. Members of the executive board have also noted that the digital signage is more
productive, especially for the Director of Communications who no longer needs to personally
print and coordinate the pick up of posters for 27 residence halls for every event. All of our hall
councils utilize and will continue to utilize digital signage making it also very sustainable in the
future as it eases the burden on our RHA and the environment. In this initiative, one challenge
we realized was troubleshooting the approval process for our hall councils. With any change,
there is a learning curve and so for the immediate future we check in often with our
communications chairs to ensure that the process is smooth for them.

Cleaning Supply Rentals
This program has been expanded recently, after building on several years of implementation.
Our RHA increased the outreach so that more students were aware and able to use the
products, and we worked to offer more items that students can borrow to clean their spaces
and return. This has been very important during the pandemic, especially in relieving the
financial burden of owning all these products individually. While it has a smaller affected pool
of students than our digital signage initiative, it remains a crucial piece of our commitment to
becoming more sustainable. Additionally, the program does not require very much planning, as
the RHA ensures that all items are returned in a timely manner in usable condition. Otherwise,
it is a fairly self sufficient initiative. In our first efforts on this initiative, we noticed that some of
the supplies were not being returned in a timely manner or in good condition.
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Impact
Cleaning Supply Rentals (cont)
So to overcome this, we published our expectations for the supplies on our website and in the
individual hubs and improved our rental agreement form so that students who check out items
are aware of our expectations. Since then, we have had fewer incidences of issues.

Composting

RHA considers this program one of our most successful and important events on campus. It is a
recurring advocacy that we work hard to partner and expand each time. Composting utilizes
Campaign GW and the Office of Sustainability and they continue to work with us month after
month. Rebecca Fallick, a student involved with the composting program says “The campus
composting program is a fun and easy way to make an impact! We collect naturally and
industrially compostable waste—such as food waste, coffee grounds, and paper products. This
semester we have collected over 1,200 pounds of compost! It is a great way to reduce waste
and also be active in the GW community. Volunteering at the compost weekly makes me feel
like I’m contributing in a positive way to my campus and the environment!” We are constantly
taking into consideration this type of feedback from our partners and developing new ways in
which we can reach students. This program was challenging because of the partnerships. To be
successful we made sure we were communicating weekly with both the campus office and
Campaign GW and set clear expectations of responsibilities so it went smoothly.

Cleaning Supply Donation Drive
The donation drive had the greatest impact on students this year. This was also the most
challenging. It took many weeks to coordinate collection of all of the supplies from the Pack &
Store initiative and so the planning process was lengthy, but well thought out. We made sure
the supplies were given to students and healthcare workers. Currently, we are working with
campus partners to keep this type of program sustainable and prevent further resources from
going to waste. Residential students appreciated the effort and care that went into ensuring
that no supply was wasted. The challenge here was collecting all the supplies and storing them.
We coordinated with the Pack and Store initiative and collected the donations from each
residence hall. Then we organized them within our office and made sure they were viable. This
was very time consuming, but it was very rewarding and we have collected feedback from our
executive board to improve this process for future events. Overall, this has had a positive
lasting impact on our members and is something that we are hoping to take far in the future.
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Citations
Graphics and clip art taken from Canva
Canva. com
Past Plastics Instagram post taken from Instagram
instagram: sustainablegw
Digital signage photo taken by Brooke Stallman
Cleaning Supply rentals Image taken from
gwrha.com
Campus Composting Instragram post taken from Instagram
Instagram: campaigngw
Cleaning supply Donation photo taken from Instagram
Instagram: gwrha

